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We propose a novel self-homodyne optical-electricaloptical clock recovery technique for binary phase-shift
keying signals using commercial optical and electrical
components. We present the principle of operation as
well as a proof-of-concept experiment for a 10.7 Gb/s
NRZ BPSK signal clock-recovery transmitted over a
dispersion compensated link of 20 km of SMF.
Suppression of pattern related frequency noise at the
output of the recovered clock is shown. The timing jitter
of the recovered clock at 10.7 GHz was measured to be
~450 fs (integration range: 100 Hz -10 MHz). © 2017
Optical Society of America.
OCIS codes: (060.5060) Phase modulation; (060.2920) Homodyning
(060.1660) Coherent communications; (060.4510) Optical
communications.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.99.099999

Clock recovery (CR) is one of the first steps in today’s digital
coherent receivers [1, 2] for primary functions such as
synchronization, data regeneration, and logic operation.
Meanwhile, digital signal processing (DSP) has paved the way
towards using advanced modulation formats with higher bit per
symbol rates at the transmitter and compensation of transmission
impairments at the receiver. Recovering the clock from the
incoming optical signal is also required for synchronization of
optical superchannels or reconstruction of coherent multiwavelength sources at intermediate points such as optical add
drop multiplexers in metro networks. In scenarios where full
functionality of the receiver is not required and dispersion does
not dominate the degradation of the signal, a circuit with simple
hardware implementation (optical and/or electrical), enabling
flexible data rate and analog CR is desirable. For phase modulation
formats with weak or no clock components in their intensity
spectra, all optical CR using nonlinear techniques such as fourwave mixing (FWM) and optical injection have been
demonstrated. All optical CR for BPSK and/or DPSK modulation

formats using Fabry-Pérot filters [3], mode-locked semiconductor
optical amplifiers (SOAs) [4], self pulsating DBR lasers [5], and
FWM in SOAs have been demonstrated [6, 7]. Recently, CR from
NRZ QPSK modulation with a pre-processing stage (cross gain
modulation with a CW pump in SOA followed by wavelength
selective switch) to enhance the clock component and optical
injection to a dual-mode amplified feedback DFB laser has been
demonstrated [8]. All optical CR approaches could be
implemented in an integrated platform using SOAs or modelocked lasers. However, the recovered clock may incur excessive
noise in the case of FWM based techniques, requiring narrowband
electrical filters, post processing or frequency down conversion
[6]. Optical injection based CR techniques [4-5, 8], shown to be
effective in absorbing phase noise of the incoming signal, are
usually limited to a very narrow locking range (typically ~1% of
data rate) around the free running pulsation frequency of injected
laser. This limits their interest for practical applications where a
flexible optical transmitter is implemented with flexible baud rate
[9]. As an alternative to all optical techniques, CR can be
implemented after the BPSK demodulator and optical/electrical
conversion using commercial modules based on electrical phaselocked-loops (PLLs) [10, 11]. These CR modules usually have a
limited data rate for successful locking operation. It is also
desirable for a CR scheme to be suitable for photonic integration, if
it is to become part of a deployable optical receiver.
Previously, we demonstrated a self homodyne optical-electricaloptical (OEO) carrier recovery technique for BPSK signals in [1113]. The carrier recovery scheme works by re-modulating the
optical BPSK signal with the same or inverted data pattern which
is regenerated at the electrical section of the OEO circuit. In this
letter, for the first time, we demonstrate a self-homodyne opticalelectrical-optical (OEO) self-starting CR technique for BPSK signals
with standard, off-the-shelf optical and electrical components. We
demonstrate that by modifying the logic operation of electrical
section at OEO circuit and adding an optical-electrical feedback
circuit, continuous phase switch between “0” and “π” occurs after
re-modulating the optical BPSK signal. For a Mach-Zehnder
modulator (MZM) biased at null, enabling phase-modulation, such

a continuous sw
witching of the optical
o
phase between
b
0 and π
geenerates symm
metric spaced side-bands sep
parated at clo
ock
freequency, from which
w
CR is enaabled. An experrimental proof–o
ofco
oncept is demo
onstrated for a 10.7 Gb/s BPSK signal overr a
dispersion compensated 20 km
m link of SMF--28. The clock is
independently geenerated from the
t incoming BPSK signal whiich
caan be used as staandalone clock reecovery modulee and/or as a clo
ock
distribution subsy
ystem for an OEO
O carrier reco
overy circuit [11].
Un
nlike all opticall CR schemes, additional
a
CW pumps
p
or pulsed
so
ources are not reequired.

he MZM at CR circuit operatees as a phase
recoverry operation. Th
modulaator (biased at null) the samee as the MZM aat the carrier
recoverry circuit. It shou
uld be noted thaat this CR schem
me is different
from a conventional cllock data recoveery using edge d
detectors and
4]. While our CR
R scheme uses X
XOR functions
phase-llocked loops [14
(DI, diffferential encodeer, second MZM)) it is based on tw
two concepts:
the non
nlinear characteeristic of differen
ntial encoder w
when its input
pattern
n is inverted; an
nd transfer charaacteristics of MZ
ZM for phase
switchiing between “0” and “π”.
We con
nsider an arbitraary data pattern
n comprising bitts , , ,
…,
each one bein
ng either a “0” or a “1”, and w
with a phase
informaation of “0” or ““π”. At the OEO module before the receiver,
the diffferential encodeer starts from a reference bit (0 or 1) and
sequen
ntially performss XOR operation
ns to the incom
ming bit
with th
he result from the previous step
as follow
ws:
⊕
,
(2)
where ⊕ is the XOR o
operator and is the output. W
We prove, by
mathem
matical inductiion, that when
n the bit seq
quence of a
differen
ntial encoder is inverted, the ou
utput sequence iis inverted or
remain
ns unchanged deepending on thee bit-index bein
ng an even or
odd intteger. We presen
nt the proof forr reference bit of “1”, but this
will alsso hold for “0” rreference bit at the differential encoder. We
consideer two base caases (initial steps) for first od
dd and even
integerr numbers, 1 aand 2. For
1, the differen
ntial encoder
output bit with the inco
oming bit, , reaads:
⊕1 1∗
0∗
.
(3)
Now, iff the input bit is inverted
nding output
the correspon
(defineed as ) will be:
⊕1 1∗
0∗
.
(4)
Therefoore, for single (odd) bit the output will be inverted by
inversioon of the input pattern. For
2, the input b
bits are ,
and thee output of the differential enccoder for the seecond bit,
reads (u
using Eq. (3)):
⊕
⊕
∗
∗ .
(5)
ntial encoder
Now if the bit sequencce is inverted, , the differen
ond incoming biit, , reads:
output ( ) for the seco
⊕
⊕
∗
∗ .
(6)
Eqs. (5) and (6) w
we see that the ssecond bit (even
n index) does
From E
not chaange by inversio
on of the input p
pattern. Taking tthe inductive
, then:
step, w
we show that if is even and assu
uming
,
(7)
and
(8)
,
incoming bit, the differential encoder output reads:
For
⊕ ,
(9a)
and forr
(inverted data pattern):
⊕
⊕ ,
(9b)
It can b
be shown that for an XOR operattor:
⊕
⊕ ,
⊕
(10a)
and
⊕ .
(10b)
⊕
Eq. (10a), and ccomparing Eq. (9a) and (9b), we conclude
Using E
, which shows that Eq
q. (7) is correct for any odd
index b
bit. In a similar w
way, using Eq. (10b) it can be seeen that:
⊕
⊕
⊕
.
(11)
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Fiig. 1: Diagram
m of OEO self homodyne clocck and carrierr
reecovery from BP
PSK signal. DI: Delay
D
Interferom
meter.

Th
he diagram of th
he concept is sho
own in Fig. 1. Th
he incoming BPS
SK
op
ptical signal is demodulated with
w assistance of a 1-bit dellay
intterferometer (DI)
(
and a balanced phottodetector. Aftter
deemodulation, th
he electrical sign
nal is processed
d by a differenttial
en
ncoder which in
n turn re-modulates the opticall signal to recov
ver
caarrier (bottom diagram)
d
or clo
ock (top diagram
m). Note that one
co
ould use a variaable free-spectrral range DI to enable data raate
fleexibility in the scheme.
s
If a NOT
T gate (Fig. 1 bo
ottom diagram) is
ussed before the diifferential encod
der, the output will
w be the same or
invverse of the datta pattern at the transmitter. Wh
hen a BPSK sign
nal
is re-modulated with the sam
me or inverted data pattern, as
m
is removed from the
th
deescribed in Eq. (1), the phase modulation
op
ptical signal (carrier recovery [12]). For CR, (top
(
diagram) the
th
NO
OT gate is rem
moved at the in
nput of the diffferential encodeer,
geenerating a diffeerent output paattern. Re-modu
ulating the opticcal
siggnal with this new pattern creates continuo
ous phase swittch
beetween “0” or “π
π”, at every bit sequence.
s
In the optical spectrum,
th
his generates carrrier suppressed
d symmetric spaaced side-bands at
th
he frequency spaacing equal to th
he data rate, reccovering the clo
ock
(F
Fig. 1 top diagraam). Here, we define
d
as the phase of the
th
siggnal after re-mo
odulation. For BP
PSK signal, re-m
modulating each bit
b
wiith the same or inverted data results
r
in all bitss having the sam
me
ph
hase information
n (all “0” or all “π
π”):
.
(1)
(
0, 2
W
We show that by removing the
t
NOT operation before the
th
differential encod
der, as shown in
n Fig. 1 top diaggram, two opticcal
sid
de bands are generated
g
at thee output of thee circuit, with the
th
caarrier componen
nt suppressed. The frequency spacing of theese
sid
de bands is thee same as the original clock, enabling a clo
ock

(b)
(a)

Acronyms: DI: Delay
D
Interferomeeter, Diff. Encd.: D
Differential Encod
der, Lim. Amp.: Limiter Amplifier, M
MZM: MachZehnder Modulaator, Ph. RX.: Phooto Receiver.

Fiig. 2 (a). Self sta
arting operation
n. (b). Experimeental diagram of
o proof of conc ept experimentt for BPSK signaal.
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Th
his confirms thaat
, which means that Eq. (8) hollds
for any even indexx bit. As a conseq
quence, when th
he input pattern of
a differential enco
oder is inverted
d, the output is only inverted for
f
od
dd bits and remaains unchanged for even bits. Fo
or the reference bit
b
off “0”, the proof remains
r
the sam
me except that the
t bits with even
indices are inverteed and the bits with
w odd indicess do not change. In
orrder to removee the phase mo
odulation so th
hat all output bitb
seequence has the same value (caarrier recovery), the demodulatted
siggnal should be inverted
i
before the differential encoder. This caan
alsso be shown with
w similar an
nalytical arranggement as abov
ve.
Reemoving the NO
OT operator at th
he input of the diifferential encod
der
caan be regarded as an “inversiion” with respeect to the carriier
reecovery circuit where
w
the NOT
T operator is useed (Fig. 1 botto
om
diagram). Then, the
t output phasse is dependent on the indices of
he bits as shown in Eqs. 7, and 8:
8 For the bits wiith odd indices we
w
th
haave inversion at the output of diffferential encodeer:
|
,
(12)
hereas for the bits
b with even in
ndices (no changge at the output of
wh
differential encoder) the output phase
p
reads:
|
0.
(1
13)
Ass a result, we seee a consecutiv
ve occurrence off “0” to “π” phaase
sw
witch in the outtput phase of the
t optical signaal when the NO
OT
op
perator is not used. For a Mach-Zehnder
M
modulator
m
(MZM
M)
biaased at null, enaabling phase-mo
odulation, contin
nuous switching of
th
he optical phasee between 0 and
d π generates symmetric
s
spaced
sid
de-bands at thee frequency spaccing equal to th
he switch rate (b
bit
raate of the orig
ginal modulation) with the original
o
carrier is
su
uppressed.
A key part of thee carrier or clocck recovery scheemes (Fig. 1) iss a
tim
ming signal required to trigg
ger the differeential encoder. A
prractical implementation requirres that the triggger signal to be
b
geenerated within
n the clock recov
very circuit. To
o address this, we
w
im
mplemented a feedback
f
circuiit to provide the
t timing sign
nal
reequired for the differential
d
enco
oder. The feedb
back circuit usess a
tap
p of the opticaal signal after re-modulation
r
(recovered
(
clock
k),
op
ptically delayed and detected with
w a 40 Gb/s photoreceiver (U
U2t
XP
PRV1020), whicch converts it to an electrical siggnal with invertted
bitt sequence. Thee delay adjustmeent is required to
t synchronize the
th
differential encod
der’s timing in orrder to provide the synchronized
an
nd correct log
gic pattern forr re-modulatio
on. The physiccal
exxplanation (show
wn in Fig. 2(a)) for the self-starrting process is as
folllows: in the firrst stage, when there is no reccovered clock, the
th
differential encod
der’s output do
oes not affect the
t output of rer

ZM output). Nu
ull transitions at the MZM
modulaated signal (MZ
output due to phase ch
hange between ““0” and “π” generrate pulses in
the feed
dback circuit. T
These pulses triggger the differen
ntial encoder
to prod
duce the right biit value for the n
next incoming b
bit. Given Eqs.
(12-13)), only two con
nsecutive pulsees are required to generate
phase sswitching betw
ween 0 and π att the output of MZM, stably
startingg the CR processs. We expect th
he lock-up time required for
formatiion of the clockk to be equal to the appearancee of first two
consecu
utive transitionss between 0 and
d 1 in the bit patttern plus the
time deelay of the feedb
back loop which is in the order of ~50 ns.
The exxperimental valiidation as a pro
oof-of-concept iss depicted in
Fig. 2(b
b). The BPSK siggnal is generated
d by a narrow liinewidth CW
laser (N
NP Photonics, Ro
ock Source), mo
odulated by a MZ
ZM (biased at
null) drriven by NRZ data (PRBS 231-1
1) at 10.7 Gb/s. The signal is
transm
mitted over a 2
20 km single-m
mode fibre, with
th dispersion
compen
nsation, amplificcation and filterring sections as sshown in Fig.
2(b). A
At the receiver, tthe incoming op
ptical signal is ssplit into two
paths. IIn path (1), the optical signal iss de-modulated using a 1-bit
DI, and
d both outputs aare detected wiith a balanced d
detector. The
electriccal signal is then
n amplified befo
fore the differen
ntial encoder.
The op
ptical signal in p
path (2) is re-m
modulated with the electrical
signal ggenerated by th
he circuit in paath (1). The feed
dback circuit
includeed a fine tunablle optical delay element follow
wed by a high
speed p
photo-receiver (U2T XPRV 1020). The fine delay element
needs tto be adjusted tto form the CR
R with optimum
m delay range
about 1
10% of the bit raate (~ 9.3 ps for 10.7 Gb/s).
Fig. 3 shows the opttical spectra fo
or the original BPSK signal
(dashed
d black), the reccovered clock (ssolid red) and th
he recovered
carrier (solid blue, ccommercial CR
R module used
d for carrier
recoverry [11]). The insset in Fig. 3 sho
ows the eye diaggram of MZM
output (inverted clocck pulse) with no horizontal line at “0”,
ming consecutivee switching of th
he phase of the optical signal
confirm
betweeen 0 and . In order to analyyse the recovereed signals in
details, the RF spectru
um of the reco
overed clock (so
olid-red) and
recoverred carrier (solid-blue) are takeen and depicted in Fig. 4. The
RF specctra of the signaals have compon
nents at clock frrequency and
harmon
nics as well as side-bands corrresponding to PRBS length.
Note th
hat in Fig. 4 the P
PRBS length waas reduced (set tto 7) in order
to enab
ble observation of spur tones at ~84.25 MHzz in the wide
frequen
ncy span. The rrecovered carriier signal has a weak clock
compon
nent coming frrom null transittions of MZM, as expected.
These iintensity fluctuaations can be fu
ully suppressed using optical
injectioon-locking [13].

93 ps

Fig. 3: Optical spectra of the BPSK signal (dashed-black),
recovered clock (red), and the recovered carrier (blue). Inset:
eye diagram of the MZM output, inverted clock pulse.

with total gain conversion of 50 V/W, the amplitude of electrical
signal at the clock input of differential encoder is estimated to be ~
34 mV. We expect some residual jitter due to the low level of signal
at the clock input of the differential encoder which should be
improved by using a larger signal. With the availability of the
components such as an extra MZM and differential encoder, one
can implement simultaneous and independent carrier and clock
recovery for BPSK signals using this scheme. The recovered clock
can be distributed to synchronise the differential encoder for the
carrier recovery circuit as well. This scheme uses standard
electronic and optical components, make it an ideal option for
photonic integration with practical deployment. We also note that
despite some dispersion tolerance of BPSK modulation and
demodulator [15], this scheme still requires reasonable pulses and
therefore, dispersion compensation is required if the scheme is to
be used for long haul transmission.
In conclusion, we demonstrated a novel clock recovery scheme for
BPSK signals using an optical-electrical-optical self-homodyne
technique. The self-starting clock recovery is based on generation
of side bands for an MZM biased at null, giving a continuous phase
switching between “0” and “π”. A proof of concept experiment was
implemented for a 10.7 Gb/s BPSK with 20 km transmission and
dispersion compensation showing suppression of pattern related
spur tones at the RF spectrum of recovered clock as well as
excellent phase noise performance.
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Fig. 4: RF spectra of the recovered clock (red) and carrier
(blue) with resolution bandwidth (RBW) 300 kHz. PRBS: 27-1.
Inset: RF spectrum of recovered clock, PRBS 231-1.

In the RF spectrum of the recovered clock, two features can be
observed. Firstly, the power of the clock component (10.7 GHz) in
CR case is larger by ~4 dB, compared with that of the recovered
carrier. Secondly, the power of spur tones related to pattern length
was significantly suppressed around the clock frequency down to
the low frequency range. We expect suppression of these tones for
any PRBS length from the clock recovery scheme. This could be
attributed to the larger side bands generated in the optical
spectrum of the clock recovery signal due to the phase switch at
MZM output in every clock cycle. When converted to the electrical
signal, this spectrum generates larger power for the component at
clock frequency and weaker power at PRBS related spur tones.
This is beneficial for practical application of the clock as it relaxes
the filter requirements for suppressing the pattern dependent spur
tones. The RF spectrum of recovered clock for PRBS length of 231-1
(inset of Fig. 4) is shown with RF SNR to be ≈40 dB for resolution
bandwidth of 300 kHz. The timing jitter of the clock component in
the RF spectrum (10.7 GHz) was calculated by integrating the
normalized single side band measured phase noise spectrum
(integration range: 100 Hz-10 MHz) to be ≈ 0.03 rad (~450 fs)
indicating an excellent phase noise performance. This value is
more than 50% better than all optical FWM in SOA technique [6-7]
measured to be ~1 ps for a 21.4 GHz clock. Compared to all
filtering techniques ([3]), values of ~710 fs were reported for a 10
GHz recovered clock, measured from the scope with precision
time-base. The maximum available optical power in the feedback
loop was around -1.6 dBm (692 μW) at the input of photoreceiver,
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